### Wilmington Police Department

**Dispatch Log**  
From: 02/24/2017  Thru: 02/26/2017  
2359 - 2359  Printed: 02/27/2017

---

**For Date: 02/25/2017 - Saturday**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-4221</td>
<td>0012</td>
<td>TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint</td>
<td>Taken/Referred to Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAIN ST + BURLINGTON AVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: lights on flash.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: notify responsible party.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Narrative: Mass highway notified.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 17-4222     | 0017 | ALARM, BURGLAR               | False Alarm             |
|             |      | [WIL 2232] KYOCERA DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS - JEWEL DR |                  |
|             |      | Narrative: front door.       |                         |
|             |      | Narrative: checks secure, no audible. |                  |

| 17-4223     | 0030 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint   | finish                  |
|             |      | MAIN ST                     |                         |
|             |      | Narrative: enforcement.     |                         |

| 17-4224     | 0046 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK     | finish                  |
|             |      | CROSS ST                    |                         |
|             |      | Narrative: check of the new playground area. |                  |
|             |      | Narrative: clear checks ok.  |                         |

| 17-4225     | 0047 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY         | under control           |
|             |      | MIDDLESEX AVE               |                         |
|             |      | Narrative: Out with 3 parties on foot near the R.R. Tracks. |                  |
|             |      | Narrative: 32- Clear, waiting for a friend to arrive on the train. |                  |

| 17-4226     | 0048 | PARKING COMPLAINT           | finish                  |
|             |      | [WIL 50] 99 RESTAURANT - LOWELL ST |                  |
|             |      | Vehicle: BRO 2012 KIA RIO EXSX  Reg: PC MA 2SM647 VIN: KNADN5A3XC6060648 |                  |
|             |      | Narrative: vehicle parked here for a couple days. |                  |

| 17-4227     | 0101 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK     | finish                  |
|             |      | [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD |                  |
|             |      | Narrative: Check of the property. |                  |

| 17-4228     | 0103 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK     | finish                  |
|             |      | [WIL 86] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST |                  |
|             |      | Narrative: Check of the property. |                  |

| 17-4229     | 0113 | SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY         | finish                  |
|             |      |                             |                         |
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Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: Vehicle in the lot.

17-4230 0120 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: ALDRICH RD
Vehicle: RED 2009 TOYT SE CAMRYS BASESE Reg: PC MA 75W951 VIN: 4T4BE46K29R120500
Narrative: written warning for inspection sticker.

17-4231 0121 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE + HIGH ST
Narrative: written warning for defective plate light and defective head light.

17-4232 0130 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: REED ST
Vehicle: BLU 2009 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA VT15240 VIN: 1N4AL21E19N504144
Narrative: Checking on a vehicle.

17-4232 0130 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: REED ST
Vehicle: BLU 2009 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA VT15240 VIN: 1N4AL21E19N504144
Narrative: Checking on a vehicle.

17-4233 0137 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 229] WILWOOD CEMETARY GARAGE - WILWOOD ST
Narrative: Check of the property.

17-4234 0145 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LT. BUCK DR
Narrative: written warning for failure to dim high beams.

17-4235 0157 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 957] SONNY’S MOBILE ON THE RUN - LOWELL ST
Vehicle: GRY 2004 TOYT SE CAMRY USLEXL Reg: PC MA 28WC69 VIN: 4T1BE32K24U833142
Narrative: Male sleeping in the vehicle.

17-4236 0203 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MYSTIC AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2008 NISS SE ALTIMA 252S Reg: PC MA 873ZJF VIN: 1N4AL21E68C135369
Narrative: Written warning for defective plate light and expired inspection sticker.

17-4237 0227 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY log info. only
Vicinity of: WOBBURN ST
Narrative:
Mailbox sitting upright on the sidewalk. No post in the area.

17-4238 0723 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Services Rendered
Location/Address: [WIL 475] FIGUEIREDO, MARIA - CONCORD ST
Narrative: patient assist. FD enroute.

Narrative: 32 and 34 clear, FD to handle.

17-4240 0735 ALARM, BURGLAR cancel
Location/Address: [WIL 1072] WILMINGTON COLD STORAGE - INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative: back wall beam alarm called in by ASA.

Narrative: cancelled at this time per the alarm company, stating employee enroute to reset alarm.

17-4241 0804 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 355] ORKIN PEST CONTROL - JEWEL DR
Narrative: duress signal from keypad called in by Protection One.

Narrative: 33 clear, doors check secure, business is closed at this time. does not appear to be anyone inside.

17-4242 0807 ALARM, BURGLAR cancel
Location/Address: [WIL 160] NEW ENGLAND COFFEE - ANDOVER ST
Narrative: warehouse motion alarm called in by Centralarm.

Narrative: alarm cancelled at this time. employee onscene gave proper passcode to alarm company.

17-4243 0904 PARKING COMPLAINT Investigated
Vicinity of: [WIL 405] GAME STOP - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2015 MERZ GLK350 Reg: PC MA KELKIM VIN: WDCGG8JB2FG417235
Narrative: caller reporting MA reg KELKIM described as a gray Mercedes, parked in a yellow marking no parking zone. caller states this is an ongoing issue.

Narrative: 31 spoke to occupant of vehicle and advised to move into actual parking spot.

17-4244 0936 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: 31 reporting the metal collar around the water gate access cover at this location has broken off. the cover has been replaced however will probably kick up as vehicles go over it due to being loose now. on call Water Dept personnel notified and will check water gate. copy of log entry faxed to Water Dept.

17-4245 0948 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: PARK ST
Narrative:
caller reporting large sink hole forming on the sidewalk area in front of this residence. caller states a foot wide and a couple feet deep.
32 enroute.

Narrative:
32 reporting sink hole caused by erosion from melting snow. requesting DPW be notified and that they can fill hole on Monday.
DPW on call notified and advised it can be filled on Monday.
copy of log entry faxed to DPW.

---

17-4249  1024  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
check of Town Hall.

Narrative:
32 clear, no issues.

17-4250  1040  LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV  Services Rendered
Location/Address: [WIL 414] LEE, CHRISTOPHER - FOREST ST
Vehicle: BLK 2010 INFI QX56 Reg: PC MA RSJ688 VIN: 5N3ZADNE9AN908561
Narrative:
m/v lockout MA reg RSJ688

Narrative:
31 clear, service provided.

17-4255  1208  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CHURCH ST
Vehicle: WHI 2016 MA2D UT CX5 Reg: PC MA 5TBH50 VIN: JM3KE4DY4G0631224
Narrative:
Verbal impeded operation

17-4256  1213  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 67] CARECONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 hang up

Narrative:
Checks ok with staff

17-4257  1218  WIRES DOWN,ARCHING  finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 631] LUCCI'S SUPERMARKET PLAZA - LOWELL ST
Narrative:
Report of low hanging wires along road

Narrative:
31 reports insulation from old fire alarm wire, has been moved out of way

17-4258  1238  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  Investigated
Location/Address: MARCIA RD
Narrative:
Resident reports sick or injured raccoon in yard

Narrative:
32 clear, raccoon is deceased in yard. 32 requesting ACO remove on Monday.

Narrative:
ACO removed raccoon at this time
17-4259 1239 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Location/Address: LOWELL ST
Narrative: caller reporting box of screws fell off of a truck. unknown plate or truck description.
Narrative: 31 reporting Reading officer also onscene. they will check if anyone is at DOT office just over the line. 31 standing by.
Narrative: 31 clear, Reading Light truck came by and swept screws out of roadway. cones were put out.

17-4260 1240 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 218] ALSIDE SUPPLY - WOBURN ST
Narrative: warehouse motion in front called in by Tyco. keyholder Ryan responding, ETA of 15 minutes in a silver kia.
Narrative: 33 clear, hand checks okay.

17-4261 1250 DISTURBANCE log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 129] COLONIAL MALL - LOWELL ST
Narrative: 31 reporting audible car alarm sounding intermittently in the parking lot. can not determine which vehicle. 31 wanted logged.

17-4264 1417 DISABLED MV Investigated
Vicinity of: [WIL 2233] BARR - MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2005 TOYT SE CAMRY SE Reg: PC MA 94NK35 VIN: 4T1BA32K35U509548
Narrative: 32 clear, AAA enroute. ETA 30 minutes. vehicle is out of roadway.

17-4265 1435 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1238] EBW SERVICES - MAIN ST
Vehicle: RED 2012 DODG RAM 1500TS Reg: PC MA 931JJ1 VIN: 1C6RD7LT3CS171772
Narrative: panic alarm called in by Alarm Central. employee called stating accidental and was advised to call alarm company. alarm company advised caller they are unable to cancel police response due to it being a panic alarm. employee Ernest standing by awaiting arrival of officer.
Narrative: 33 reports business owner on scene, chekks ok

17-4266 1444 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1187] OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & REHAB - CONCORD ST
Vehicle: BLU 2013 SUBA IMPREZ DLB01 Reg: PC MA 1DW869 VIN: JF1GPA66D2894220
Narrative: caller reporting MA reg 1DW869 described as a blue Subaru, parked in the lot in front of Concetra. caller states one party sitting in drivers seat, second party sitting in rear passenger seat and states there is an infant carseat outside of vehicle. caller is not sure if child in car seat or not.
Narrative: 31 reporting all set.
17-4268  1510  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 43] Z & S GAS STATION - MAIN ST
Vehicle:  WHI 2015 DODG SE DART  Reg:  PC MA 875WR6  VIN:  1C3CDFBB1FD353100
Vehicle:  BLK 2016 MERZ GL350D  Reg:  PC MA 5EN848  VIN:  4JGDF2EE5GA682910
Narrative:
2 car mva. Female party with neck injury.

Narrative:
33: Minor damage. Assisted with paper work exchange.

17-4269  1519  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 2276] FERICANO RESIDENCE - HIGH ST
Vehicle:  BLU 2003 HOND VN ODYSSE  Reg:  PC MA 2WL577  VIN:  2HKRL18523H500379
Narrative:
Caller reporting noises in her house that she can hear on a recording on the phone. Wants a check.

Narrative:
32: Vehicle in the driveway. No signs of forced entry.

Narrative:
31: Completed a walk through with the homeowner nothing seems to be out of place. All doors to the house were secure. The door to the detached storage room was ajar, as well as the telephone or cable box no the side of the house.

Narrative:
33: Clear, no issues. Noises possibly made by dogs inside the home. Sons friends did come to the door earlier to ask to play basketball.

17-4270  1548  ALARM, BURGLAR  cancel
Location/Address:  [WIL 1072] WILMINGTON COLD STORAGE - INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative:
back wall PE beam alarm

Narrative:
Cancel per alarm company.

17-4271  1633  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Location/Address:  VERMONT RD
Narrative:
Report of four ATVs racing around neighborhood.

Narrative:
31: Found the 4 ATV's on Ohio st. Will be following them back to their residence.

Narrative:
31: ATVs belonged to 24 Ohio. Operators were advised.

17-4272  1659  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of:  ROUTE 125 HWY
Narrative:
Caller reporting a large black SUV traveling in excess of 75 mph headed South. Caller can no longer see vehicle. MSP notified.

Narrative:
41 unable to locate vehicle, may have gotten on highway. Clear.

17-4273  1707  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Location/Address</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-4274</td>
<td>1714</td>
<td>BUTTERRSW</td>
<td>Traffic enforcement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-4275</td>
<td>1721</td>
<td>BUTTERRSW</td>
<td>Written warning for speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-4276</td>
<td>1721</td>
<td>BUTTERRSW</td>
<td>Written warning for speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-4277</td>
<td>1723</td>
<td>BUTTERRSW</td>
<td>Written warning for speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-4278</td>
<td>1727</td>
<td>BUTTERRSW</td>
<td>Written warning for speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-4279</td>
<td>1734</td>
<td>BUTTERRSW</td>
<td>Written warning for speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-4280</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>BUTTERRSW</td>
<td>Written warning for speed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-4281</td>
<td>1741</td>
<td>BUTTERRSW</td>
<td>Written warning for speed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**17-4274**

**Location/Address**: BUTTERRSW
**Vehicle**: BLK 2000 MERZ SE S430 Reg: PC MA 6FL694 VIN: WDBNG70J6YA072604

**Narrative**: Written warning for speed.

**17-4275**

**Location/Address**: BUTTERRSW
**Vehicle**: GRY 2000 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 2KA155 VIN: JT2BF28K3Y0260751

**Narrative**: Written warning for speed.

**17-4276**

**Vicinity of**: LAKE ST
**Narrative**: Written warning for speed.

**17-4277**

**Vicinity of**: LAKE ST
**Vehicle**: BRO 2004 TOYT SE CAMRY USLEXL Reg: PC MA 654BH5 VIN: 4T1BE32K04U37983

**Narrative**: Written warning for speed.

**17-4278**

**Location/Address**: BALLARD VALE ST

**Narrative**: Andover requesting a BOLO for a male dirt biker. Stop and ID. That male party reportedly cut the locks to a gate at Proctor & Gamble on Burt Rd. in their town. Checked the area unable to locate.

**17-4279**

**Location/Address**: BUTTERRSW
**Vehicle**: BLK 2002 TOYT SE AVALON USXLXL Reg: PC MA 536VH1 VIN: 4T1BF28B62U261455

**Narrative**: Citation for speed, written warning for failure to inspect.

**17-4280**

**Location/Address**: LAKE ST
**Vehicle**: WHI 2015 HOND SE ACCORD CR2F8F Reg: PC MA 32943 VIN: 1HGCR2F81FA099377

**Narrative**: Written warning for speed.

**17-4281**

**Location/Address**: [WIL 1060A] READING COOPERATIVE BANK - LOWELL ST

**Narrative**: Walk in party found a debit card at the atm. He also contacted the bank to let them know the card was found.

**STA**: Owner was contacted and will pick it up tomorrow.

**Narrative**: Owner retrieved ATM card at this time.
17-4282 1750 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: BUTTERSWY
Vehicle: GRY 2015 HOND LL PILOT YF4H6F Reg: PC MA 997WC5 VIN: 5FNYF4H63FB048457
Written warning for speed.

17-4283 1750 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: HOPKINS ST
Vehicle: RED 2010 FORD SE FUSION Reg: PC MA 2513GB VIN: 3FAHPOHAXAR323653
Narrative: 31 - written warning for defective equipment

17-4284 1751 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Traffic enforcement.

17-4285 1806 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: BLU 2015 HOND CRV Reg: PC MA 4SB480 VIN: 2HKRM4H72FH620865
Written warning for speed.

17-4286 1819 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2001 CHEV SE MALIBU Reg: PC MA VTJA8 VIN: 1G1ND52J816205652
Narrative: 33 - two vehicles parked in fire lane, advised to move.

17-4287 1934 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: NEW HAMPSHIRE RD + NICHOLS ST
Caller found a female yellow lab with a purple and silver collar no tags. He will await the ACO. ACO eta is 1 hour.
Narrative: ACO- I have that lab. Will head back up into the area of Nichols and New Hampshire and check the area.
Narrative: ACO- Lily has been returned to 8 Flagstaff

17-4291 2208 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: EVERGREEN DR
Vehicle: BLU 2003 FORD LL EXPLORER Reg: PC NH 4155530 VIN: 1FMZU74W93UB59854
Caller reporting a male party slumped over the wheel. With the headlights on.
Narrative: 32: Cancel FD.
Narrative: 32: That male partys car died. He will be staying at his friends house at this address.

17-4293 2220 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Location/Address: MCDONALD RD
Caller reporting a dark colored SUV and a silver SUV driving up and down street, stopping periodically in front of houses.
17-4295  2252  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  log info. only
Location/Address:  [WIL 206] CEMETARY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative:  Check of area.
Narrative:  33-Clear, checks ok.

17-4296  2259  ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 83] NORTH INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL - SALEM ST
Narrative:  Resident called to report a coyote in school yard possible injured.
Narrative:  32-Clear. Animal does not appear to be injured.

17-4297  2321  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 80] SHAWSHEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSHEEN AVE
Vehicle:  GRN 2003 NERC LL MOUNTA  Reg: PC MA 82TN69  VIN: 4M22U86W83UJ17337
Narrative:  Vehicle at this location, parties sent on thier way.

For Date: 02/26/2017  -  Sunday

17-4301  0025  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  [WIL 1161] BANK OF AMERICA - MAIN ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2016 CHEV SILVER K15753  Reg: PC MA 4YY491  VIN: 1GCVKPEC3GZ199675
Narrative:  Written warning for red light violation.

17-4302  0029  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address:  MIDDLESEX AVE + GLEN RD
Vehicle:  BRO 2007 TOYT SE CAMRY USBASE  Reg: PC MA 4ZR757  VIN: 4T1BE46KX7U561573
Narrative:  Passengers were picked up by their parents. Father of operator arrived on scene and took over operation of vehicle.
Narrative:  Written warning for red light violation and marked lanes violation.

17-4303  0041  CITIZEN CONTACT  finish
Location/Address:  PINEWOOD RD
Narrative:  uber driver states he dropped off intoxicated male at this adress, was worried as the male did not immediately enter the house.
Narrative:  driver states the male finally entered the house.
Narrative:  31- All quiet, all units clear.

17-4304  0111  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address:  [WIL 1072] WILMINGTON COLD STORAGE - INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative: Alarm called in as zone 5 back wall beam

Narrative: 32-Clear, checks secure.

17-4305 0113 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLU 2009 NISS VERSA SSL Reg: PC MA 2XB488 VIN: 3N1BC13E09L456614
Written warning for defective plate light.

17-4306 0122 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2014 NISS FRONTI 32814 Reg: PC MA 952CV8 VIN: 1N6AD0EV5EN736811
Written warning for marked lanes violation.

17-4307 0152 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: PRIOR TO EXIT 39 - I93SB HWY
Vehicle: WHI 2013 BMW SE 328XI 133U Reg: PC MA 3MG837 VIN: WBA3B3C56DF530280
Citation issued for speed.

17-4308 0207 DISABLED MV log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 690] ROCCO'S RESTAURANT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BRO 2005 MAZD TRIBUT TRBS Reg: PC MA 946RR1 VIN: 4F2CZ94105KM03675
car with his hazards on.

Narrative: 41-Clear, not a DMV, paper delivery driver.

17-4309 0211 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Check of area.

Narrative: 41-Clear, checks ok.

17-4310 0304 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 958] SUPER PETROLEUM - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2016 VOLK JETTA Reg: PC MA 6BFF60 VIN: 3VWD17AJ7GM250743
Citation issued for adult seatbelt violation, and written warning for red light violation.

17-4311 0315 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 86] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
Narrative: Check of the high school.

Narrative: 33-Clear, checks ok.

17-4312 0417 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1369] CEMETERY GARAGE - WILWOOD ST
Narrative: check of the cemetery.
Wilmington Police Department

17-4314  0725  WIRES DOWN, ARCHING
Location/Address:  WILWOOD ST
Narrative:
Wire down near the bogs
Narrative:
32 clear, unable to locate.

17-4315  0958  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of:  [WIL 962] MEINEKE MUFFLER - MAIN ST
Vehicle:  SIL 2013 FORD LL ESCAPE  Reg:  PC NH 3428111  VIN: 1FMCU9H97DUA29658
Narrative:
citation for texting.

17-4316  1020  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP
Vicinity of:  [WIL 131] SUNRISE MARKET - MAIN ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2017 HOND RIDGELIN  Reg:  PC NH 202C1  VIN: 5FPYK3P1XHR007623
Narrative:
verbal for impeded operation.

17-4317  1025  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK
Location/Address:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Vehicle:  GRY 2012 TOYT TACOMA DOUCAB  Reg:  PC MA 26XP36  VIN: 3TMLU4EJ1CM082660
Narrative:
George Hooper requesting an officer respond to check building due to unauthorized opening of building. states someone used keypad however he does not know who would have opened.
Narrative:
vehicle parked in lot. MA reg 26XP36 name was given to George Hooper who states he is an employse.
31 clear.

17-4318  1028  ANIMAL COMPLAINT
Vicinity of:  WEST ST
Narrative:
Large deceased bird in the area

17-4319  1049  TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint
Vicinity of:  CLARK ST
Narrative:
caller reporting train crossing gates are stuck down.
Narrative:
31 clear, gates are not down at this time.

17-4320 1104 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETARY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative:
Check of the cemetery

17-4321 1108 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Viscosity of: [WIL 767] DAVID ELFMAN - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2008 DODG SE CALIBE SXT Reg: PC MA 3025RN VIN: 1B3HB48B08D587283
Narrative:
verbal warning for impeded operation.

17-4322 1115 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Viscosity of: [WIL 777] WILMINGTON BUILDERS SUPPLY - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2005 TOYT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 87AZ82 VIN: JTEHD20V256037081
Narrative:
verbal warning for rejected inspection sticker.

17-4323 1132 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Viscosity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: RED 2016 TOYT SE COROLL 1852A Reg: PC MA 4YW391 VIN: 2T1BURHE3GC530738
Narrative:
citation for texting.

17-4325 1140 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Viscosity of: CLARK ST
Vehicle: GRY 2016 TOYT VN SIENNA 5377 Reg: PC MA 966WK4 VIN: 5TDDK3DC7GS133038
Narrative:
citation for marked lanes violation.

17-4326 1146 Motor Vehicle Offenses Vehicle Towed
Viscosity of: [WIL 68] ANALOG DEVICES - WOBURN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2011 KIA SOUL B2522 Reg: PC MA 5RAP60 VIN: KNDJ72A23B7733421 Towed: For: Other By: Cains Towing To: Towed to Owners Home Refer To Citation: R8317662 Narrative:
Cains notified to tow vehicle due to suspended registration status.
Narrative:
Cain's towed vehicle. owner cited for allowing operation of unregistered motor vehicle.

Narrative:
33 and 37 clear. ride for occupants arrived onscene. Cains is towing vehicle back to owners residence.

17-4328 1159 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Services Rendered
Location/Address: [WIL 475] FIGUEIREDO, MARIA - CONCORD ST
Narrative:
patient assist. FD enroute.
Narrative:
32 clear. services rendered.

17-4329 1204 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Viscosity of: MILTON WAY Vehicle: BLK 2013 JEEP LL WRANGLER Reg: PC NH 103272 VIN: 1C4BJWEG1DL515365 Narrative:
17-4330 1239 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint log info. only
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: traffic enforcement.
Narrative: cleared to respond to call #17-4333

17-4333 1250 VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE Investigated
Vicinity of: SENECA LN
Vehicle: RED 2017 JEEP WRANGL JKJM74 Reg: PC MA 7HM671 VIN: 1C4BJWDG8BL548547
Vehicle: GRY 2011 INFI QX56 Reg: PC MA 255SM1 VIN: JNJ832E2N9930096
Narrative: caller reporting approximately a half an hour ago, an occupant in a passing red Jeep Wrangler MA reg 7HM671 threw something from the drivers side rear of the vehicle, striking the callers windshield and causing a crack. caller states this occurred on Broad St and vehicle was last seen travelling at a high rate of speed on King St.
Narrative: 32 spoke to caller and is now at 5 Sheridan Rd to speak to owner regarding occupants and incident.
Narrative: 32 was out at 2 Seneca Lane again and is back enroute to 5 Sheridan Rd to speak to vehicle owner who is now home.
Narrative: 32: spoke with R/O of the jeep, daughter was the operator, agreed to restitution.
Narrative: SEE REPORT
Refer To Incident: 17-228-OF

17-4334 1256 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 962] MEINEKE MUFFLER - MAIN ST
Narrative: verbal warning for impeded operation.

17-4335 1306 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK Investigated
Vicinity of: OLD MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2013 GMC SIERRA K15SLE Reg: PC MA 688BL7 VIN: 3GTP2VE74DG214227
Narrative: 33 out checking old recycling area due to ATV's and dirt bikes.
Narrative: 33 clear. MA reg 688BL7 parked in Jimmy's Garage parking lot.

17-4336 1317 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2013 HOND CRV Reg: PC MA 547ZP7 VIN: 2HKRM4H74DB661480
Narrative: citation impeded operation.

17-4337 1317 FOUND PROPERTY log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1065] VILLANOVA HALL - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative:
caller located a broken insulin pen in lot. not sure if needle in it.

Narrative:
31 clear, broken epipen was discarded into sharps container.

17-4340  1341   CITIZEN CONTACT   Could Not Locate
Location/Address: WALTHAM ST
Narrative:
Essex Regional reporting a vehicle call from (228)294-6421, caller hung up. Vehicle pinged in the area of 10 Waltham Street (42.56727, -71.15822) and original call was in area of 11 North Street. Unable to reach someone on call back, tried multiple timco

Narrative:
32 checked Waltham St, 355 Middlesex Ave area and North St. unable to locate any DMV or anyone attempting to flag him down for any reason. clear.

17-4341  1351   MOTOR VEHICLE STOP   Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST
Vehicle: BLK 2010 NISS SE ALTIMA 2525S Reg: PC MA 427HL6 VIN: 1N4AL2APXAN566955
citation for texting.

17-4342  1355   ALARM, BURGLAR   False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1072] WILMINGTON COLD STORAGE - INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative:
back perimeter beam wall motion alarm called in by ASA
alarm.

Narrative:
33 clear, building checks secure.

17-4344 1422 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: JONES AVE
Narrative:
electrical issue in residence. residents awaiting arrival outside of house. FD enroute.

Narrative:
32 clear, FD onscene to handle.

17-4345 1427 PARKING COMPLAINT Investigated
Vicinity of: [WIL 1537] ROGERS & WRIGHT REALTY TRUST - EVERETT AVE
Narrative:
caller reporting black toyota minivan parked blocking lane of travel.

Narrative:
32 clear, reporting vehicle is not hindering traffic.

17-4346 1449 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1072] WILMINGTON COLD STORAGE - INDUSTRIAL WAY
Narrative:
2nd alarm recieved from new building

Narrative:
33 clear, checks okay.

Narrative:
DSP reached a Todd Lewis (617)594-3101 who stated it is an on-going issue, they will try and take care of it and notify alarm company to disregard for now if it comes in

17-4347 1449 ALARM, BURGLAR cancel
Location/Address: [WIL 342] WILMINGTON ORTHODONTICS PELLITSH - LOWELL ST
Narrative:
rear entry door alarm called in by Mystic Alarm.

17-4348 1509 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint log info. only
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE + MAIN ST
Vehicle: BRO 2007 TOYR VN SIENNA  Reg: PC MA 7RWE70  VIN: 5TD2K23C67SD98512
Narrative:
Caller reporting a female beeping and making hand gestures. Caller did not want to talk to an officer.

Narrative:
41: log info only

17-4349 1523 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 82] WILDWOOD ST. SCHOOL - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative:
building check

17-4350 1526 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: FIRST AVE
Narrative:
Caller concerned about a tractor trailer facing First Ave. She is concered it may operate on the roadway.

Narrative:
33: Indiana apportioned plate 1076931 and Indiana P46001 (not on file)

Narrative:
33: Two vehicles moving items from one truck to another. They agreed to move to another location.

17-4351 1540 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 2470] METCALFE, ROGER - HARDIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2002 DODG DAKOTA SPORTR Reg: PC MA 4YV920 VIN: 1B7GGX3252S551991
Narrative:
Zone 5.
Narrative:
33: checks okay

17-4352 1543 ALARM, BURGLAR Investigated
Location/Address: BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative:
commercial alarm coming in as front door
Narrative:
32: lock for the door to lobby#1 is loose and part of the push bar on the inside of the door is missing.
Narrative:
Disp: Federal Protective Service notified. Unable to notify keyholder John Alan (no answer and no voicemail setup.)

17-4353 1640 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: NICHOLS ST
Vehicle: BLK 2015 CHEV SE CRUZE LT Reg: PC MA 3JB994 VIN: 1G1PC5SBXF7234415
Vehicle: GRY 2004 CADI SE DEVILL Reg: PC MA 29FR77 VIN: 1G6KO54VX4U188960
Narrative:
Caller reporting she was hit by a silver Cadillac that fled the area possibly into Billerica or Tewksbury. Both departments notified.
Narrative:
Disp: Billerica has the vehicle in the RO's driveway
Narrative:
31: accident happened in Billerica
Narrative:
Disp: Billerica PD notified
Narrative:
31: clear, reporting party instructed to head to Billerica PD

17-4354 1701 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: FAULKNER AVE
Narrative:
Traffic enforcement

17-4355 1712 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: GRN 2003 TOYT SE AVALON USXLLX Reg: PC MA 58CF01 VIN: 4T1BF28B43U313876
Narrative:
Written warning for speed

17-4356 1713 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 631] LUCCI'S SUPERMARKET PLAZA - LOWELL ST
17-4357 1718 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: BLU 2013 HOND CP CIVIC Reg: PC MA 3BA781 VIN: 2HGFG3B9DH520422
Written warning for speed

17-4358 1725 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: BLK 2012 CADI SE CTS LXYCOL Reg: PC MA 2JD246 VIN: 1G6DG5E58C0111353
Written warning for speed

17-4359 1728 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Check of the town hall.

17-4360 1729 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Narrative: Traffic enforcement.

17-4361 1735 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: ALDRICH RD + APACHE WAY
Narrative: Traffic enforcement.

17-4362 1736 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ALDRICH RD
Vehicle: RED 2007 FORD EXPLOR Reg: PC MA 96ZL75 VIN: 1FMEU74L07UB18430
Written warning for speed

17-4363 1739 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST + BRENTWOOD AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2015 CHEV TAHOE Reg: PC MA RT78XP VIN: 1GNSKBKC1FR294624
Written warning for speed

17-4366 1750 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint log info. only
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Traffic Enforcement.

17-4364 1754 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2013 BMW SE 328XI 133U Reg: PC MA CC2505 VIN: WBA3B3C53DF145906
Written warning for speed

17-4367 1812 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative: 911 accidental. Caller stated she was attempting to dial
17-4368 1819 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: CLARK ST
Vehicle: BLK 2011 KIA SORENT Reg: PC MA 3AZJ80 VIN: 5XYKT3A18BG045709
Narrative: Citation for speed and defective equipment

17-4369 1823 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: EAMES ST
Vehicle: GRY 2011 SUBA SE LEGACY 25IFRE Reg: PC MA 4LL396 VIN: 4S3BMBC6B3252539
Narrative: Written warning for speed

17-4370 1833 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Investigated
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE + NORTH ST
Narrative: 32 checking on male party sleeping against the street light
Narrative: 32: party checks okay, sent to the train station.

17-4371 1843 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 667] MBTA - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2012 HYUN ACCENT GLSGSS Reg: PC MA 3Z2PX8 VIN: KM8JUCAC3CU337001
Narrative: 33: RMV error. Vehicle is a Hyundai Tuscom not an Accent.
Narrative: Written warning for right on red where prohibited.

17-4372 1900 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: SALEM ST + ANTHONY AVE
Narrative: Traffic enforcement.

17-4373 1901 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: MARIE DR
Narrative: Resident reporting a basketball hoop in the street. She believes it's creating a traffic hazard.
Narrative: 32: basketball hoop is against the curb. No traffic hazard, 2 lanes of traffic can pass by.

17-4374 1923 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE + FLORADALE AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2002 NISS SE MAXIMA GXEGLE Reg: PC MA 467EV5 VIN: JN1DA31D92T425349
Narrative: Written warning for speed

17-4376 1936 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: RADCLIFF RD
Narrative: oven fire, FD enroute
Narrative: 31: FD to handle, clear.
17-4377 1942 CITIZEN CONTACT  
Location/Address: NORTH ST  
Narrative: Caller requesting an officer to stand by while he retrieves his property.  
Narrative: 32: party on his way, clear.

17-4380 2144 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST  
Vehicle: WHI 2012 NISS SE ALTIMA 2525S Reg: PC MA 298HR1 VIN: 1N4AL2AP4CN507452  
Narrative: Written warning for speed  
Citation for adult seatbelt

17-4381 2214 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  
Vicinity of: [WIL 206] CEMETARY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST  
Narrative: Check of the cemetary  
Narrative: 33: checks okay, clear.

17-4382 2240 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  
Vicinity of: [WIL 801] FIRESTONE - MAIN ST  
Vehicle: WHI 2007 VOLK 4D JETTA Reg: PC NH 3733094 VIN: 3VWEF71K57M071101  
Narrative: Written warning for right on red where prohibited.